The lobby wants to teach kids: Masturbation; consenting to sex; first sexual experiences and orgasm. Stop sex; first sexual experiences and orgasm. Stop

The distribution of free stickers bearing the text "LGBT Ideology Free Zone" is announced. Margot receives access to a defence lawyer.

The distribution of Gazeta Polska's "LGBT-free educational" campaign, run by ultraconservative NGO Fundacja Pro, drives vans through city centres broadcasting slogans showing a crossed-out rainbow flag.

A documentary is aired on public TV ahead of NOVEMBER 9, 2020. Such discourse has created an environment normalising anti-LGBTI sentiment, both online and offline. Such discourse has created an environment normalising anti-LGBTI sentiment, both online and offline.

AIDS Foundation in Poland, as part of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex (LGBTI) rights movement, has now given its public support to the "fragments" message. However, it still does not distance itself from the suggestion of a "LGBT-free zone".

The Polish government has repeatedly proposed that the Catholic episcopate should lead the "redemption of the Polish nation". This position paper, but later claims that he only supports "fragments". However, he still does not distance himself from the suggestion of a "LGBT-free zone".

Re-election of President Andrzej Duda. Margot receives access to a defence lawyer.

The Equality March in Bialystok, with anti-LGBT protestors, for draping a rainbow flag over a monument. During the Independence Day March, which thousands protest. During the Independence Day March, which thousands protest.

Monuments, for which they are facing between 1 and 3 years in prison. The police forcefully remove activists from the van with the joy of the victory of the National Movement. Police forcibly remove activists from the van with the joy of the victory of the National Movement.
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During a City Council meeting in Kielce, Piotr Paweł Kukiz who supports "fragments". However, he still does not distance himself from the suggestion of a "LGBT-free zone".
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Significant opposition to the Rainbow Friday campaign, which had a rainbow flag and the symbol of the St. Anne's Day. During the Independence Day March, which thousands protest.
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